


WE BELIEVE THINGS 
CAN BE CHANGED 
FOR THE BETTER

Sitting in the sauna 2012



“Starbucks can make the best compostable, recyclable 
cup and it’ll never be be composted or recycled if the 
rest of the system doesn’t change,” Packard, who is now 
the director of the University of Washington's EarthLab, 
told CNN Business. “They cannot change the system by 
themselves.” Ben Packard, former Starbucks Vice 
President

We love our coffee, but hate the waste it causes



Paper cups
35%

Plastic cups
60%

EPS cups
(“Styrox”)

5%

Global material distribution
in drinking cups
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ca. 25 000 lorries in a year!

How much plastics is needed for the 
PE-coated paper cups in Europe today?

US volumes are 5 x higher

x 1 300 

x 25 000

• European Cupstock consumption
is ca. 250 000 t/a

• 8% of it is plastics =  20 000 t/a 1 300 lorries is needed to 
transportit every year!

• Consumption of pure plastic
cups is ca. 400 000 t/a



So we created a unique blueprint and 
built a one of a kind Base Board 
Machine to start solving the problem



Cutting edge coating concept enables the 
production of many different Barrier products 
replacing plastics

Film sizing / Film coating  

Layering curtain coating

Blade coating

Air drying



Board Machine length >200 m ( > 600 ft)
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ISLA® barrier boards enables the converters to produce 
plastic-free paper cups that can be fully recycled as such… 
today



The price of a cup of 
coffee increases by 1,5 cnt

The price of a cup of 
coke increases by 3 cnt

Cost comparison of paper cups with different barriers
Coating increases price slightly But traditional solutions can

lead to unexpected costs



Results from external laboratory, not specified values

PE coated boards

Dispersion coating has better
grease resistance than with PE



New end use areas were developed 
during the R&D-process

Tonic + 
Gin

Traditional mixing order:

1.     Gin
2.     Tonic

Could plastic 
cups be replaced 
by fibre based, 
fully recyclable, 
paper cups for 
use with 
alcoholic drinks?
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Kotkamills mixing order:

1. Tonic

2. Gin

Gin+ Tonic



ISLA® barrier boards

for Cups

AEGLE® Barrier boards

for folding packages

Our plastic-free solutions available today



Kotkamills wins in the
NextGen Cup Challange

Changing the game one cup at a time
Kotkamills has been announced as one 
of the winners in the global innovation 
initiative NextGen Cup Challenge, 
launched by the NextGen Consortium 
that advances the introduction of food 
packaging alternatives. 

Its Game Changer Cup is one of the 12 awarded solutions 
that push the boundaries of sustainable design and material 
innovation. 

The challenge was joined by 480 teams from around the 
world.



CHANGE THE GAME WITH US




